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A. Fact-based 
B. Value-based 
C. Level-based 
D. Mixed 
E. Complex 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 64
 
Values of non-system session variables are initialized by the _________.
 

A. initialization block 
B. variable dialogue box 
C. variable manager 
D. security manger 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 65
 
Which of the following is not true of connection pool?
 

A. only one connection pool is allowed for each physical layer database 
B. you can use XML data by specifying Call interface as XML 
C. maximum connection setting is the maximum number of concurrent connections 
D. you can set whether the users can share a login 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 66 
ABC corporation's data warehouse has a sales data fact table with columns containing 
the following. Market. Period. Product Type. Units. Dollars They want to include data 
on average unit revenue in their ad hoc reports. Which two of the following are valid 
ways to accurately fulfill this requirement? 

A. Modify the underlying physical data warehouse table to include a column for average 
unit revenue, modify the ETL process to calculate and store this value, and modify the 
logical and physical models in the repository to include this column 
B. modify the physical model in the repository and add a derived metric column to store this 
value. Define this column as dollar divided by units. Add a corresponding Column in the logical 
data model and associate with the newly added physical Model column 
C. Modify the logical model in the repository and ad a newly metric column define this column 
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____________ 

as calculation of dollars divided by units from physical mode. 
D. Modify the logical model in repository and add the derived metric column. Define this column 
as calculation of dollars divided by units from the logical model. 

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 67
 
Which of the following is true of the query logging level?
 

A. you can set the logging level for individual users in oracle BI administration Tool > Manage > 
security> Users 
B. You can set the logging level for the groups in Oracle BI administration tool > mange > 
security> users 
C. The lower the number of a log level, the more thorough the log is 
D. You can set the logging level for the groups and individual users in oracle BI administration 
tool>Mange > Security > users 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 68 
The saved selections options within dashboards allow you to ____________, ______ And 

A. switch between saved selections 
B. save selection for yourself 
C. import saved selections from and excel spreadsheet 
D. Write saved selections to an excel spreadsheet for import into other applications 
E. save selections for another user 

Answer: A, B, E
 

QUESTION: 69
 
To set the number of elements at each level of a dimension, which number would you use?
 

A. the number of columns in a logical table 
B. the number of levels in a dimension 
C. the number of dimensions in a business model 
D. The number of tables in a physical model 
E. the number of distinct rows in physical column 
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Answer: E 
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